
Chile Independence

Internal
causes

External 
causes

USA Independence 
in 1776 What influence

Chile of USA Independence 
was that they (chile) said 

why they can 
Independence and we not?

French Revolution 
(Napoleon) starts in 
1789 French revolution 

influence Chile because they 
capture the King of Spain and 
that do that we make our first 

government junta and our 
Independence process. 

Enlightenment era from 17 to 
18 century What happened 
in this era was that people 

start to think and give 
opinions about things 

almost nobody think about

Jesuits Expulsion (1776) 
The Spanish people expulsed 

Jesuits because as they 
educate people they become 

intelligent and intelligent 
people that con opinate and 
Spanish did’t want that, also 
they ( Jesuits) donate money 

to poor people.

Creole discontent creole 

discontent was one of the most 
importnant reason for chile 

inedependence because creoles 
dont liked the borbone reforms and 
also becuse they couldnt be in high 

places of politic, etc.

Borbone reforms (1778) borbone reforms 
were a important factor to chile 

Independence because the changes it did 
were very y bad for creoles that were upset 

because of this the changes like free 
market that didn't allow trade with people 
that were not Spanish, also the high taxes 

that mean they had to pay more to the 
King and that didn't like to the creoles so 

they wanted to independence.



Reflection 
Questions

• 1. This happened because USA in 1776 
wanted to be independent to have their 
own rules, people who born there be 
from America (USA) and not from UK, 
etc.

• 2. Tis was important for chile 
Independence because it make people 
start to think why USA could become 
independent and we can’t?

• 3. The consequences were that chile 
start his process to become independent 
including this and other factors.
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